
Jane Rubietta sounds the alarm for those occasions that can cause us to
lose sight of our God-given visions. In the story of Joseph, she explores
how God calls us through seasons of wandering, into the wonder of
finding our dreams. This is a book worthy of ritual rereading.

—LeonaRd SweeT, best-selling author and professor

Jane Rubietta’s Finding Your Dream is so beautifully written that it
captivates me, drawing me in to experience the Bible in a new and
fresh way. 

—dIanne e. BuTTS, author of six books, including Deliver Me

do you harbor a God-given dream? Let Jane Rubietta guide you through
the first uncertain steps and then the joyful pursuit of your purpose and
passion. She travels this journey herself, with humility, creativity, humor,
and success. now she wants to share her wisdom with you in Finding
Your Dream. don’t miss this opportunity! (I especially enjoyed the
poignant “note to Self” sections at the end of each entry.)

—JudITh CouChman, author of Designing a Woman’s Life

God has not forgotten your dreams! with sensitivity that can only
come from one who listens to the voice of God, Jane invites us to
bring our pain, past, and problems to the feet of the dream Giver. as
we surrender in his holy presence, he tenderly and compassionately
dares us to dream again. Rarely have I read a book that stirred me so
deeply! I’m ready to start dreaming again.

—BeCky haRLInG, speaker and author of the 30 day Praise Challenge series

Jane Rubietta’s writing is powerful, visual, and impactful. Jane captures
the essence of developing an intimate connection with God while
challenging the reader to do the same. This book is filled with practical
applications and opportunities for personal reflection.

—CaRoL kenT, speaker, best-selling author of 
When I Lay My Isaac Down and Unquenchable

If you have ever had a dream that lies deep within the dark recesses of
your heart, this book will awaken not only that dream, but also your soul.

—mICheLLe LazuRIak, author of Becoming the Disciple Whom Jesus Loved



These are transformational devotionals with great depth. Jane offers
a fresh and compelling vision of the life of Joseph, but more than rich
words, she has coupled biblical truth with practical ways in which to
personally walk from famine to feast. There is rich and practical depth
in these pages.

—Jo anne Lyon, General Superintendent, The wesleyan Church

Finding Your Dream is a lovely journey to the miraculous lives found
in the Bible. This is a devotional that is also a study in discipleship,
yet it carries readers from famine to feast, telling the story of Joseph
in a beautiful, exquisite manner.

—kaThI maCIaS, award-winning author of more than 
forty books, including The Singing Quilt

Jane Rubietta invites us on a journey through the life of Joseph that
will surprise and inspire you. Packed with Scripture and written with
personal witness and wisdom, this ninety-one-day adventure calls us
to not only understand, but also live in the promise of full, new life. 

—andRea SummeRS, director of ministry for women, The wesleyan Church

Jane uses one of my favorite biblical character’s life story, Joseph,
as a teaching tool to help guide us through the twists and turns of our
lives. Life is filled with promises and disappointments; it is how we
respond to them that determines whether a life is barren or filled with
bounty. each day we must decide whether we see God’s gift of life
as tragedy to bemoan or as a treasure to celebrate.

—JameS e. SwanSon, SR., bishop, The united methodist Church

what an inspiring journey through the life of Joseph! For every
dreamer whose dream has been lost, stolen, delayed, redirected, or
on the brink of death, Jane Rubietta’s insights will help you dream
again—and hang on. you’ll not only find your dream in this book;
you’ll find how it connects with God’s heart.

—ChRIS TIeGReen, author and editor
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INTRODUCTION

For hundreds of years, perhaps no story has so captivated our
collective imaginations as the story of a teen who woke up one
morning with a great big dream on his mind. The unfolding of
that dream, the difficulties involved in following it, and the
costs of faithfulness create the perfect roller-coaster plot for
novels and Broadway musicals. 

we enter Joseph’s story with a bit of wistfulness. wouldn’t
it be amazing if . . . ? what if we . . . ? But we dare not follow
through on that thought—to imagine that God might speak a
dream into our minds and hearts, a dream that would make a
difference to the entire world. That’s fine for someone in the
Bible, but it doesn’t happen to us, not in this era. 

But all of us long for significance, and Finding Your Dream
follows Joseph’s journey from pit to palace with practical,
surprising application for our individual, normal, sometimes
boring, usually busy lives. en route, we find that the cast of
characters could be our own family, with its imperfect and
very human characteristics and dynamics. 



more than that, on this journey, God’s word begins to shape
us—God’s dreams fill our hearts and work their way through
us into this world. 

when a friend asked andrew Lloyd weber to write a little
“pop cantata” to be performed at a middle school, no one
expected the catchy lyrics, winsome storyline, drama, and picture
of redemption that unfolded in the amateur production. Since that
1968 premier, the musical Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat has been performed in over forty thousand amateur
and professional productions, charming patrons worldwide.

The musical’s journey is, in a way, a reflection of the
Joseph story in the Bible. God has far bigger plans than we
can imagine, and the musical itself, like the original story in
the Bible, awakens our longings to figure into those dreams. 

welcome to Finding Your Dream: From Famine to Feast—
the Life of Joseph. I am confident that God will prove far
bigger than our tiny dreams as we, too, are invited to discover
Joseph’s life.

To prepare to use Finding Your Dream, it will be helpful
to read Genesis 30–50 in one sitting, to catch the sweep of
story, Joseph’s beginnings and backstory, the story’s general
direction and plot, and an overview of the characters with
whom we will live and journey these next three months. Buy
yourself a dream journal—a binder or notebook or little
bound book—in which to record your impressions and
insights, along with God’s challenges. where is God speak-
ing, what are you dreaming, and what hinders you? as we
ask ourselves soul questions, we begin to listen more deeply
to the answers and to follow God more closely.

10 FINDING YOUR DREAM



INTRODUCTION 11

Four sections complete each deeper devotion: an opening
Scripture, a daily reading, a “Traveling mercy” benediction,
and a one-line “note to Self.” For the opening Scripture, con-
sider reading the few paragraphs that surround those verses,
for context and broader understanding and application. The
daily reading contains multiple opportunities for potential
application and is not intended to be gulped down espresso-
style. Take time with the questions and savor the hope intrin-
sic in each reading in order to maximize the application of
God’s word. In our world today, we learn much and apply
very little. This renders God’s unchanging word into, well,
unfortunately, something that doesn’t change us very much.
The result, for each of us and for the church at large, is a shal-
low experience of God’s life in us, an encounter much less
transforming personally, corporately, and in this world.

we have inherent in each of us a deep longing to hear God
speak over us, personally, as a parent might sing a lullaby
over a child. each Traveling mercy is a benediction, a “say-
ing well,” words that God might say to us. here you’ll find
words of application, healing, love, and hope. This is where
we press our ear to God’s chest, in hopes of hearing God’s
heartbeat for us. 

Finally, in note to Self, imagine a sticky note that you post
on your mirror or your calendar: today, don’t forget this. Just
one thought, a type of application, to carry forward what
God’s word offers us. 

ultimately, we find our dream when we find ourselves
well and deeply loved, forgiven, and called by God into a life
of impact, a life that changes us for the good of others. 



It’s more than a dream. It’s a flat-out miracle.
Thank you for joining me on this journey to deeper devo-

tion. may God open the word and open the lives of Joseph
and his family, inviting us into a dream far beyond anything
we could ask or imagine. a journey from famine to feast.

12 FINDING YOUR DREAM
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SEPTEMBER 1

DREAM LAND

“In the last days, God says, I will pour out my Spirit on 
all people. your sons and daughters will prophesy, your young 

men will see visions, your old men will dream dreams.”
—aCTS 2:17

dreaming: a succession of images forming a story during
a sleep state. not to be confused with daydreams, small
escapes from daily life where we imagine ourselves elsewhere,
anywhere else but in the tepidness of today. But neither of
these compete with the power of a dream infused by God, the
kind that shapes our hopes and our direction. 

dreams—whether they arrive via our sleeping or waking,
whether sent by angels or by opening our hearts to our hopes
and giftings and longings—fuel our lives and direct our steps
when we apply their impossibility to our limited vision. and
even more so when we invite the God of the impossible to
intercede and interpret and to take us in the right path. 

But dreaming, surely, is a luxury of bygone days, those
lazy childhood days that we read about but few of us ever
experienced. and who puts any credence in the dreams of
sleep, all those everything-but-the-kitchen-sink dreams with
random characters and movements and strange, unrelated
scenes. If we remember them when we awaken, we scratch



DREAM LAND 15

our heads with a big “huh?” and go on with our day, the colors
and pictures fading like a rainbow when the rain stops falling
in front of the sun. 

Plus, trying to believe that any dream, whether it came while
waking or sleeping, might be from God seems farfetched, vain,
and a wee bit loony. These are not dreams we tell others, not if
we want to maintain any respect and dignity. not if we don’t
want people to consider us arrogant or foolish.

after all, why would we presume that the God of the uni-
verse would communicate a heavenly dream or vision to us? 

Besides, most of us live our humdrum lives hemmed in by
our obligations and our presumed limitations, all the “I
couldn’t possiblys” that frame our days. The litany of reasons
are extensive as to why we absolutely cannot afford to dream:
bills must be paid, people might laugh, we might fail. . . . Life
is serious and our commitments are real. and then we die.

But to live without dreaming—isn’t that a little like dying?
dreams are so connected to hope, hope that life might be dif-
ferent, that we might be different, and that we might make a
difference. That our presence on this earth really matters in the
long run. 

So many people live discouraged lives, flattened by storms
that lash, battered by disappointment. 

maybe it’s time to put on our nightcaps, close our eyes, and
invite the God of the impossible to speak into our impossibles.
Isn’t that what God does? make the impossible possible?

anyone entering into the realm of a relationship with God,
enters into a world with a history of dreams and interpretations
and fallout from dreams and people following dreams. abraham



dreamed, his son dreamed, his grandson dreamed, and gener-
ations of prophets dreamed after them. For thousands of years,
God spoke through dreams, clear up to the final book of the
new Testament, the book of the Revelation to John. 

I believe the holy Spirit still speaks to us through dreams,
causing some of our deepest desires to intersect with God’s
longings for us there in the relaxed land of the unconscious.
where our fences sag and our defenses disappear and the gate
to the impossible springs open. whether we sleep or sleep-
walk through life, God plants dreams in our hearts. This leg
of our journey, over these next three months, centers around
recognizing those dreams, tending them, and inviting them
into fruition.

we are never too old, it is never too late, it is not too soon,
to dream. 

16 SEPTEMBER 1
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TRAVELING MERCY
dear one,

welcome to the place where
dreams really do come true.

Because when you and I
dream together,

anything is possible.
even those dusty dreams

you’ve tucked away in the attic
of your soul.
It’s safe here

To dream a little dream,
or a big dream,

with me.

NOTE TO SELF
Today is a good day to start dreaming.



SEPTEMBER 2

COMBUSTION OR CREATIVITY

She named him Joseph, and said, 
“may the LoRd add to me another son.”

—GeneSIS 30:24

Born to a family of both dreamers and hard workers,
Joseph was the eleventh son of Jacob, and the first son of
Jacob and Rachel’s marriage. They’d waited years and years
for Rachel to conceive. Rachel finally gripped her husband’s
robes and cried, “Give me children, or I’ll die” (Gen. 30:1).

The shame of infertility left Rachel in a weak situation.
Culture lauded childbirth and scorned the barren woman,
whose husband could divorce her if she didn’t produce a
child. Further, with her fertile sister Leah also married to
Jacob, Rachel lived in constant competition and comparison.
In those days, it appears Jacob was less of a praying man
than he would eventually become, and, as far as Scripture
records, he neither prayed with his wife nor offered words
of much comfort. In fact, his anger, which, back then,
seemed to be kept at a low simmer ready to boil, spoke for
him.

“am I in the place of God, who has kept you from having
children?” Jacob asked.
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Rachel, in desperation, threw her maid at Jacob (legally,
a sort of biblical-times surrogacy), and he and Bilhah had a
couple of boys together. after Leah, Leah’s maid, and Bilhah,
had all conceived time and again in fairly short order, and ten
rambunctious boys had arrived, at long last Rachel con-
ceived. after the baby’s birth, Rachel heaved a sigh of relief.
with joy, she proclaimed, “God has taken away my disgrace”
(Gen. 30:23). But she didn’t stop on that note. Rather, she
named Joseph not for who he was, but what she still wanted.
“may the Lord add to me another son,” she said. 

That seems a bit of a burden to bear through life: a name
essentially meaning, “one is not enough; I want another one.”
another one would come only after Jacob and family hit the
road to return to Beersheba, years later. Ben-oni, “son of my
trouble,” would be delivered in such travail that Rachel died
in childbirth. Jacob, now with his new name Israel, changed
his last-born son’s name to Benjamin (“son of my right
hand”). he grieved deeply and doted on Joseph and Benjamin,
the only two children given birth by the love of his life.

So Joseph, “give me another one,” entered the world with
the weight of insufficiency already on his infant plate.
Because of his father’s doting, he became the object of his
brothers’ derision and animosity. after all, who doesn’t want
to be the favorite child? Then again, what red-blooded boy
likes the favored child? 

But the crowning event? Papa Israel created a richly orna-
mented coat for Joseph to further set him apart from all his
brothers as the apple of his father’s eye. This went over pre-
dictably well, at least, if the goal was further enmity, and that



coat became an irritant for the ten big brothers. every time
they saw Joseph—spoiled brat little brother Joseph—wearing
that lust-inducing, jealous-making, tailor-made coat, another
layer of anger added to their stockpile of ammo. and sure
enough, it would only take a glimmer of a spark to get a fire
going. and an explosion.

The dynamics (and the dynamite) are set which will pro-
pel Joseph into great trials but will eventually lead him into
great growth and to a leadership opportunity that most people
could only, well, dream of.

everyone born into a family lands in the middle of both
difficulty and opportunity, of disadvantage and possibility.
we all enter the world wailing, and less-than-perfect family
members inevitably add their fair share of wounds. a little
bit of salt and a little bit of rubbing and voila! The perfect
combination for combustion. 

or for creativity and creation. our approach determines
the difference. The elements for despair, dysfunction, and
destruction. or the active ingredients of a dream.

20 SEPTEMBER 2
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TRAVELING MERCY
dear one,

of course you landed
Smack-dab in the middle

of imperfect people
who don’t know how to love you

Very well.
But don’t despair.

Those are also the people
and possibilities

That lead you to me,
Lead you to hope,

Lead you to dream.
what will it be?

excuse yourself from growth
using blame as a weapon?
or choose to see problems

as stepping-stones
on the way to becoming,
on the way to dreaming,

on the way to really living?
your choice.

But don’t forget—
I dreamed about you

Long before you came to be.
So please choose to be

a dream child.
Choose to dream,

Child.

NOTE TO SELF
Combustion or creativity? no contest.
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